
BUDAPEST – 3 NIGHT TOUR



Based in the Party City of Budapest

Arrangement of a Local Fixture

Bars, Restaurants and Nightlife right on your Doorstep

Sightseeing and Tourist Attractions

Unique Excursions

Full Financial Protection

24 Hour Emergency Assistance



Burleigh Travel have been 

trading for 30 years and 

Hungary has always been a 

popular destination for teams.

Budapest is one of the 

highlights of Eastern Europe, 

served by flights from across 

the UK, the city is easy to get to, 

affordable to stay in, and beer is 

still relatively cheap.

The historic and picturesque 

city is split in two by the world 

famous Danube River and 

boasts a variety of restaurants, 

bars and old Hungarian beer 

cellars ensuring that this is a 

tour destination not to miss!



Based in the heart of Budapest, 
you will have numerous bars, 

restaurants and tourist 
attractions close to your 

accommodation! 



We will make all your fixture 

day arrangements against a 

hospitable local Hungarian 

side.

We can arrange a host of 
fixtures for different sports in 
and around Budapest 
including:

- Rugby

- Football

- Cheerleading

Meaning you can take multiple 
sports teams from your 
University away at the same 
time to the same destination!



We will make your 

fixture arrangements 

against a hospitable 

local Hungarian side



Teams who recently travelled to Budapest include:

Crawley RFC

“Thank you for arranging a really good tour, everything was great and the 
highlight by far was the rugby! Our hosts were amazing, they really looked 
after us and even joined in with all the usual post-match tour drinking 
games!!”

University of Stirling RFC

“All in all a really good tour – everything ran smoothly, the accommodation 
was perfect and the coaches were always on time so thank you to everyone at 
Burleigh Travel for making our tour a memorable one.”

University of Edinburgh

Excellent Tour, was really good and have nothing negative to say. The 
accommodation was very good, we took part in all the activities and the 
boys had a great time. The staff were also very helpful, had no problems 
at all. 

Excellent service from Burleigh Travel, no problems at all and very 
thankful for Elliot who helped out a lot. We are looking to tour again with 
yourselves next year.”





Teams who recently travelled to Budapest include:

Math Stats FC

“All was extremely positive, fantastic and ran seamlessly. 

The fixture hosts were great and brilliant pitch. Hostel was flexible 
as they were supposed to checkout at 10 and all were still asleep! -
like it here

Coach driver was good and on time! We will tour again!”

Spitfire United

Really happy overall with the tour. The staff were nice, the rooms 
and breakfast were good.

It was organised really well. Will tour again next year.!”

Glendale United FC

“Had a fantastic tour one of the best yet! Weather was really hot which was nice, we spent a lot of time drinking/ hiding in shaded bars so a bit 
worse for ware at the moment! The hotel was really nice, had good outdoor space and the staff were friendly, we would use this again. Also 
recommend the Red Lion pub, all you can drink for £6! and the Morrison night club. Fixture hosts were superb, we were very well looked after 
by them.”





BUDAPEST BEER BUS 

Budapest Day Trip Suggestions

DANUBE RIVER CRUISESZECHENYI BATHS



Budapest at Night Suggestions

Peaches & CreamInstant Fogas



Burleigh Travel have always had consumer protection in place to make good any money paid to us in the event of

the financial collapse or failure of an airline, hotel or any other provider. This pledge has been honoured since the

foundation of Burleigh Travel over 25 years ago and no client has suffered financial loss from such a failure.

All monies paid to us for a tour package will be protected by

our membership of Protected Trust Services (PTS) which

ensures all clients money is fully protected by clients Trust

Account and it is Package Travel Regulation compliant. The

Clients Trust account method is the simplest and safest way

to protect consumers money as in essence monies received is

held in an independent trust account in the consumers name

until they have returned from their trip.



Burleigh Travel are very proud of the

tours we have provided for nearly 30

years. We have heard so many stories

over the years of team building,

new friendships developing and

life long memories being made.

Many players, coaches and parents

have missed out on the touring

experience in recent times, but we

hope you choose to travel to Budapest

to create these memories for your

team!


